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Topics Overview

• Preliminary Design Phases & Level of Cost Definition
• Approaches from an EPC / Professional Services Perspective
• Debunking EPC Myths

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s what I hope to accomplish with today’s presentation.Identify why some clients may choose EPC project deliveryWe’ll look at some advantages of EPC, as well as disadvantages…which were hard for me to come up with.We’ll talk about how Owner involvement in EPC can influence the outcome positively or negatively.  There’s a lot of misunderstanding about this topic in the industry and hopefully I can help shed some light on this to clear up one of the biggest misconceptions about EPC delivery.We’ll briefly touch on some common contract structures for EPC and where one option may be preferred over other options.And finally, I’ll cover some case studies from other utilities that have used EPC, and talk a little bit about some key take away’s from each project.



What is Front End Planning?
Implementing appropriate stage gates

• Safety Management
• System Studies
• Routing & Siting
• Registrations
• Permitting
• Environmental Monitoring
• ROW/Land Acquisition

• Community Relations
• Preliminary Design
• Detailed Engineering
• Document Control
• Outage Coordination
• Project Controls
• Project Management

• Cost Management
• Schedule Management
• Material Expediting
• Construction Management
• QA/QC
• Testing & Commissioning
• Project Turnover
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Why Front End Planning?

 Improved constructability

 Early engineer coordination with constructor

 Value engineering

 Owner Risk Transfer

 Improved quality

 Improved safety



METRIC FEP-1 FEP-2 FEP-3
Estimate Confidence +/- 50% +/- 30% +/- 10–15%

% Engineering Complete 0 – 1% 3 – 10% 15 – 25%

Equipment pricing
Budget quote on critical equipment. 

Cost History on other.
Budget quotes on all equipment. Purchase quality, multiple vendors, conditioned.

Material Pricing
Recent purchase comparison on major 

bulk materials.
Recent purchase comparison on major 

bulk materials.

Budget pricing on major bulk materials (pipe, 
steel, electrical). Recent purchase comparison 

on minor bulk materials. 

Labor Pricing History in area. Billing rates from area subcontractors.
Subcontractor solicitation for productivity and 

labor rate confirmation.

Indirects Pricing Historical percentages.
Historical percentage with sanity 

checks.
Bottoms up based on staffing plans and required 

services.

Escalation
Calculated on escalation rates and 

project schedule.
Calculated on escalation rates and 

project schedule.
Calculated on escalation rates and project 

schedule.

Contingency Historical percentage range. Historical percentage range. Built up based on project schedule and risk.

FEP – Construction Industry Institute



FEP Estimating - AACE



Overlay of CII / AACE Accuracy / Definition



Capital Project Influence Curve



Key Variables In Early Phase Estimating
► Documentation: Sized equipment list, reviewed plot plans, OSBL piping / one-line takeoffs
► Equipment pricing: Budget pricing on process equipment and major electrical EI&C equipment. 
► OSBL: Definition of OSBL scope is critically important to the accuracy of the estimate. 

► Pipe racks and long run piping to OSBL tie-ins to develop preliminary MTOs. Power supply and 
controls scope are also defined. 

► Labor Rates: Craft labor rates are based on recent labor surveys and work recently completed in the 
region.

► Freight and Taxes: On equipment and material costs.
► Indirect Costs: Use historical metrics based on % of TIC for construction management and detailed 

design costs. Cost for FEED engineering is definitively estimated based on a staffing plan.
► Contingency: We recommend a contingency which is based on the level of scope development and 

quality of supporting market pricing.
► Escalation: Applied across labor and materials, based on current market research and recent 

projects. 

► Owner’s costs: With your guidance, we account for your costs as well to deliver a complete picture.



Risk Register



Variables that Influence Project Costs

• Owner Requirements/Standards
• Scope clarity
• Performance Guarantees
• Liquidated Damages
• Force Majeure 
• Warranty Durations
• Supplier Technical and 

Financial Strength 
• Payment Terms and Security
• Commercial Security

• Subsurface Risks
• Market Conditions
• Labor Escalation Exposure
• Working Conditions 

(Weather/Outages/Terrain)
• Commodity Escalation/Indexing/Hedging
• Environmental Requirements
• Permit Requirements
• Schedule

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Obviously, there are many variables the impact an EPC contractor price for a project.  Here are but a few variables that can influence cost.  This is not an exhaustive list, rather a sample of some of the more common variablesBetter scope = better price.Performance guarantees, bond, LOC’s, parent guaranteesLD’s – depending on how tight the schedule is, the EPC may include a certain amount of LD’s in their price.FM – depending on what recovery the EPC can get (cost and schedule or just schedule) the EPC may include some pricing to cover FM risk.Warranty – this is a cost to the EPC.  Long warranties require the EPC to cover that cost in their bid.Since the EPC is taking on supplier and subcontractor performance risk and financial risk, we sometimes include contingency to cover of the possibility of supplier/subcontractor failure.Payment terms and security – we try to maintain at a minimum cash neutral on a project.  If the payment terms are such that we can’t do that effectively we may have higher pricing, particularly at beginning of a project to maintain positive cash flow.Subsurface risk – typically one of the largest risks.  Depending on the availability and quality of subsurface info, and owner’s risk transfer, this variable can have a dramatic impact on project pricing.  Unknowns like subsurface risk are typically covered by contingency.  The greater the unknow, the greater the contingency, thus a higher price.Market conditions – if everyone’s busy, prices are usually higher.Labor escalation – can be an issue for longer term projects as labor typically escalates.Working conditions are a big factor in pricing.  Terrain and weather can dramatically impact productivity and can often times limit work to specific times.Commodity escalation – this also can be a big factor in longer term projects, but also is impacting shorter projects due to tariff issues on steel, aluminum, etc.Finally, environmental requirements, as you can imagine, may have a dramatic impact on pricing.  Restrictions on working locations, work times, T&E species impacts, all of the horror stories we all probably tell.



Project Delivery 
► EPC: Contractor performs, engineering, procurement and construction

► EpC: EPC contractor performs the engineering and construction. Owner procures major equipment.

► EP cm: Contractor provides engineering and procurement services. Construction is managed by 
contractor, but owner direct contracts with trades for construction.

► Progressive EPC Models:
► EPC with Multiple Subcontracts
► EPC with Direct Hire Construction

► IRA Considerations



Common Drivers for EPC Project Delivery

Limited 
Resources

Challenging 
Schedules

Risk
Transfer

Difficult 
Projects 

Critical outage 
Windows

Definitive Pricing 
Requirements

Secure Equipment & 
Construction resources

Secure Industry-leaders 
for Design, Supply and 
Construction

Alignment of Owner 
and Contractor 
Interests

Deliver faster, higher quality, 
safer, more efficient, and 

more predictable solutions 
with less claims. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
goodLimited Owner’s resources to manage the project – existing workload, not replacing retiring/leaving people, big ramp in spend and don’t want to hire resourcesChallenging schedules – EPC delivery can help expedite a project to meet challenging schedules, show more in bitDifficult projects – sometimes a project has a complexity that existing resources for E, P, and C don’t have the expertise or desire to execute.  It may be a one-off project that has a level of complexity that an Owner would rather have someone else take on the challenge.Risk transfer – one of the most common.  Owner can transfer performance risk (budget, schedule, safety, quality, financial, etc.) from themselves to the EPC contractor.Outages – EPC, by linking the various components of project delivery, can be more successful in meeting critical outage windows.  All efforts from the E, P, and C can be coordinated specifically to meeting these critical windows.  That’s not saying it can’t be done in a DBB model, rather the coordinated approach of EPC makes the likelihood of hitting critical windows higher with fewer potential interface issues.Definitive pricing for financing/funding – depending on the contract model, you can get the full price of the project upon receipt of the proposal.  This is compare to a DBB model where you don’t know the full price until each component is bid.  Early knowledge of project cost can be crucial in getting internal and external approvals as well as project funding.Secure resources – as most of you are aware, resources in T&D are extremely limited.  By bundling project components, you can secure valuable resources to execute your projects.Another resource driver is getting industry leaders for design, supply and construction of these projects.  You can specify specific suppliers and subcontractors that are required to be used or not used.  This can help bring additional resources from areas outside your region.  Also, an Owner can encourage pre-teaming of engineering firms and constructors to help obtain industry leading teams to execute the projectsOwner participation – one of the biggest misconceptions about EPC is that Owner’s lose the ability to be involved in key decisions.  That can occur, but if the expectations for Owner involvement are clearly identified, the Owner can have as much, or even more participation in reviews, and key decision points.And finally, EPC helps align Owner and Contractor interests.  The EPC contractor is motivated, just like the Owner, to deliver on the objectives I listed on my first slide.  The EPC contractor essentially steps in to the role the Owner performs under a DBB model.  We are taking on the performance risk, and success/failure of the project.
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Advantages of EPC 

 Parallel paths 
improve schedule 

efficiencies

 Best value with 
lower overall total 

installed cost

 Earlier cost 
certainty

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, this shows how EPC can improve schedule, and provide earlier know cost.  Prelim design, procurement, and construction input take place in the RFP/scope development phase leading to earlier ability to know price and start construction.  Also, parallel path construction leads to schedule efficiencies.  Ultimately getting an asset in service earlier…time is money.



Debunking EPC Myths



Too expensive
I don’t want to pay mark-up

• Earliest knowledge of firm costs
• Definitive pricing minimizes 

exposure for cost overruns and 
change orders

• Coordination with contractor – 
Design to optimize total installed 
cost

• CII Study
• 351 projects in 37 states
• EPC/DB cost at least 6% less 

than DBB
• EPC/DB is at least 33% faster 

than DBB
• EPC/DB provides at least 

10% better quality than DBB

• DBIA has completed similar 
studies



Loss of control
I don’t want to turn over the keys
Lack of transparency
I want to choose the equipment suppliers
I want to choose the contractors (bring in out of 
towners)

• Insert as many hold points as desired
• Open book contracting strategy provides as much transparency as desired
• Review and approve all procurement (including all selections)
• Review and approve all engineering



EPC will Provide Lower Quality

• Pre-qualification allows excellent 
selection of contractors

• Maximizes selected contractors’ 
strengths and resources

• Superior selection of 
equipment/materials

• Contractors involved 
in constructability reviews 
minimizes construction issues 
and builds team relationship

• Design innovations



EPC will Cause 
Large Change Orders

• Elimination of seams • Increased
constructability 
reduces change orders

• Open book model 
can decrease risk 
of change orders
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